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A Boy's Will Is the Wind's Will
(Based on an ancient Lapland parable)

A man's will saw and sang the sun and sang the stars.
It caught the moon and eut the moon in two;
Boiled in the ocean and drank the fiery brew;
Burrowed in the ground and climbed a mountain;
In search of a fountain.
A fountain that would soothe his sight in the sun.
A fountain to quench the fiery pit of his body
From which a great hand reaches up to the stars.
A space so vast he had nothing to fiai! against.
And in his search he drilled the earth in two
Cut and tore the steely sinews of the earth
Boiled the oceans away. He sent the mountains
reeling across the sky.
He blinded the eye of the screaming sun
And sang to the empty hole in the sky
And thus he soothed his sight in the sun
He tore him a space wide enough,
Drank all into his body's fiery gulf
Near the end of his search he sat on a fragment
And crooned to the faraway stars.
At the end of his search he crooned to the waning moon.

JOHN BRUCE BEARDSLEY
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Hummer
The girl hurnmed softly to herself.
She had hummed in this house
For weeks now 1 couldn't count,
And sometimes the humming called sweetly.
Death cannot corne as a young girl humming.
Not in my house.
Yet the humming is sometimes intense
And it calls low or high.
No, death is a dirty old man,
Not an innocent hummer.
Am 1 to tell her to leave
Because she hums too sweetly?

JUNE HUNTER
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Rerun
A Short Story
CAROL V AN BUSSUM
" God, Joe's a great guy! " said the boy as he watched the stocky
male figure slowly mount the staircase. The figure paused at the
upstairs landing and burped gently before it entered a darkened door.
"What do you think of my old man now ?" said the young man to
the girl sitting at the other end of the cotton-soft yellow sofa. The
girl, dark haired and small-boned, looked up from a wooden bowl
containing pink ice cream but did not answer the young man. The late
movie had begun, an old Cary Grant rerun, and the house was silent
except for the crackling voices on the television set. The young man
and girl watched the black and white figures, the old plot about the
newspaper reporter and woman editor who fight and fall in love in
spite of being mismatched. Both sets of actors looked tired tonight,
the film scratchy from use and the young couple worn from the long
drive from a university to his home. The only movement in the room
was the scooping of the melting pink stuff from the dark wooden
vessels.
"Weil, maybe you didn't get too good an impression of Joe
tonight. He's always so tired after these trips, then the kids are ail
over him. It drives Joe nuts and he has to have a couple of drinks
to relax. But he liked you, I just know it. My dad knows class when
he sees it. Even if he didn't say much to you, he was watching you
whenever you weren' t looking. Poor Joe, I guess he's just too old
to have five kids, especially from the cradle to college age. He married
Ruth when he was thirty-five and she was twenty-one. Fifteen years
diff' and it's sure hard on him. Poor Joe. But I bet you liked him.
Everybody loves Joe!"
The girl said nothing. By this time she had finished with the
bowl and had set it carefully on the thick carpet beside the sofa. She
looked very small now, her weight pushing deeper into the yellow
cushion. The television voices crackled and fuzzy figures moved
across the screen. Cary Grant was chasing after the woman editor
down a dark Chicago street. The boy yawned and wiped his watering
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eyes. He was becoming sleepy. Tomorrow was Thanksgiving and the
girl had ridden to his home with him to be with his family. Driving
up to the huge pillared mansion, parking beside one of the family's
five shiny cars, the girl remembered the staries of hardship the boy
had told her about his family during the two years they had been
friends. The boy's attractive mother moved the girl into a soft
carpeted bedroom with a white crucifix above the twin bed. Ruth,
the mother of the young man and four younger children, looked young
and nervous. She helped the girl unpack and seemed confused as to
where the girl's belongings should be placed.
"Ruth is sure some looker, you gotta admit that. Sorne of the
guys can't believe she's my mother, always teasing her about being
my sister instead. It's funny . You should'a seen her before the operation, she sure looked better. Poor Joe almost <lied when the docs
told him she had to be eut up. She was on the table for five hours
and Joe sat and sweated. Now it's even worse. Joe told me one night
when he was really boozing that Ruth won't, well, she won't let him
see her without any clothes on, on account of the scar and she won't
let him do stuff married people do. You know, bedroom stuff. If she
had another kid it might kill her and Joe won't practice birth control
because he's such a good Catholic. Poor Joe . Maybe that's why he
drinks too much, being so lonely and al!."
The girl looked at the young man and smiled a strange smile. The
boy leaned over and rested his head on her shoulder. He was tired.
The young man's breathing grew heavy and stayed that way through
two commercials and three other chases through Chicago. The girl
moved her shoulder, muscles tiring under the boy's weight. The form
moved but did not waken. Looking down upon the young man's face,
the girl saw the unmarked image of a young man, her young man.
Absent were the lines of sagging contours, non-existent the marks of
time. The lean, hard body could somehow not be likened to the hairy
and squatty father. An especially loud commercial came over the
television and the boy woke up.
"Whew, am I tired. Must've fallen asleep for a second. 1 had
this dream about Joe. It was really great. In the dream Joe gave me
all his shirts and 1 told you he has them made just for him at Brooks'
in New York. Sometimes he actually gives me one of the old ones. 1
almost hate to wear the things, they're so beautiful," said the young
man between yawns. A big story had broken in the movie and Cary
Grant and the woman editor were answering endless telephones in a
pressroom. The girl pushed a path out of the cushions and took the
empty bowls into the nearby kitchen. Returning, she found the young
man preparing a drink at the hidden bar behind a false bookshelf.
"Want one?" he asked. The girl shook her head and slumped into
the warm cushion she had left for a moment.
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"Just like Ruth. Rates to drink, too, but I know you won't mind
if I have a little nightcap. I guess I'm sort of like Joe, getting all
wound up after a nasty day. When we're married we'll have cocktails
every night when I get home and the kids will be quiet kids. It'll be
great, shirts from Brooks' and a home just like this one. You gotta
promise me that you won't be mean to me like Ruth is to Joe. No
wonder he drinks. It won't be like that with us, will it?"
The boy was watching her and when her lips formed the word
"no" he reached over and patted her brown hair.
"Do you have any aspirin ?" the girl asked. "I've got this lousy
headache."
"Yeah, sure, in the kitchen by the sink," he said. "Help yourself."
The girl was stiff from sitting so still and she walked slowly into
the white kitchen. Turning on the tap to let the water cool, she
found the aspirin bottle and removed two white wafers from the
powdery insides. Searching for a glass she noticed two brown palm
leaves resting on the refrigerator, two dried slivers left over from a
spring Sunday long ago. Finding and filling a milk glass with icy
water, the dark young girl turned off the water. It was very quiet
in the kitchen . The television voices were muffied and the girl stood
alone, a glass of water in one hand and two pills in the other. She
was lifting the pills to her mouth when she heard two new sounds.
Above in the parents' room she heard the heavy snore of a drunken
man and the crying of a woman. Joe, the father, slept an alcoholic
dream and Ruth, the mother, wept alone.
"What's taking you so long out there? The movie's almost over!"
called the young man, Joe, Jr. The girl started, dropping the aspirins
into the sink. The girl replaced the glass and washed the cure clown
the drain. H er head still hurt as she walked back into the dreaded
room. She was just in time to see Cary Grant kiss the woman editor
and end the rerun.
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And for What?
NOLAN W. FISCHER

In the fall of 1960 while I was stationed at the U. S. Naval Hospital, Portsmouth, Virginia, a tragic accident happened that nearly
caused me to despise the white race.
Norfolk and Portsmouth are twin cities that are separated by the
Elizabeth River. A Negro sailor was crossing the street approximately
three or four blocks from Norfolk General Hospital when he was
struck by a speeding car. A white civilian ambulance was dispatched
to the scene of the accident where they found this man in critical
condition. He had a compound fracture of the left leg, the bone penetrating the femoral artery causing fatal bleeding. About his head and
shoulders were multiple lacerations and bruises, internai injuries
accompanied by profuse internai hemorrhage. The ambulance attendants picked him up and rushed him to Norfolk General Hospital
because immediate medical attention was imperative. If they had
brought him to the U.S. Naval Hospital about four miles from the
scene of the accident, he would have died enroute.
The white doctors at Norfolk General Hospital refused to accept
this dying man to their emergency room simply because he was a
Negro. That sailor died in the hospital without one person on the
staff lifting a finger to help him. The attendants then brought the
corpse to us. I happened to be on duty when they arrived. Before I
took the corpse to the morgue this story was revealed to me.
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It was also brought to my attention that all white hospitals in
these two cities adhered to this unequal practice. When doctors neglect their sworn duty, "to do anything within their power to save
human lives . . .", as listed in the oath of Hippocrates, the father
of medicine, it is morally and ethically wrong. These men are not
by any estimation doctors and nothing more than butchers. Doctors
should be dedicated to saving human lives regardless of race, creed or
color. That sailor who was willing to die for his country died because
of his country. This man suffered gross pain and died needlessly and
for what? As far as some people are concerned he was not even a
human being. I suffered too. It took all the strength I could muster
up within myself to keep from hating white people.
A couple of months later I became Senior Corpsman in the
delivery room and head of all corpsmen in the obstetrical department.
In my new job many white women patients and their relatives disapproved of my position and authority. One example of hate toward
me while on this job is the time I saved the life of a child being born.
This emergency occurred one night when ail of the doctors on duty
were delivering babies at the same time and one room was working
on twins. I was taking blood pressures and temperatures in the
admission room, when a white lady burst through the doors and yelled,
"My girlfriend is having a baby in the car. Hurry, get a doctor, I
don't know what to do." The doctors had their hands full and couldn't
very well drop what they were doing and corne running. In the past
I had plenty of experience in assisting in hundreds of deliveries and
was familiar with ail the different types. Prior to this baby I had
delivered nine emergency cases in cars. So, I grabbed an emergency
kit (basin, scissors, bulb syringe, blanket for the baby and hemostats ),
and ran to the car. After reaching the car I discovered the patient
was delivering her child in one of the most complicated ways, feet
first (footling breech ) . I began by first cornforting her as best I cou Id
under the conditions, giving her complete confidence in herself and
trust in me. I had never delivered a footling breech but I had seen
several born and knew what to do. Without much difficulty, I managed
to get the baby's head out in time so he would not suffocate from Jack
of air. Sorne expectant fathers from the waiting room helped me put
the mother on a stretcher and the baby boy in a crib and wheel them
into the admission room. Ali the doctors and nurses commended me
for a job well clone.
Later that evening the patient's worried mother called from Miami,
Florida, inquiring about her grandson's and daughter's condition.
Doctor C. R. Richardson, head obstetrician, answered the call and
explained to her what had happened and assured her that everything
was fine. Satisfied, the grandmother asked the doctor if she could speak
to me, so I talked to her for about fifteen minutes. She asked me if
11

her daughter was in much pain during delivery. 1 told her that under
those circumstances her daughter was an excellent patient and
endured no severe pain. She seemed to be very friendly, praising my
competence, and promised to shake my hand the following day, telling
me she would be on the next plane to Norfolk.
When she arrived that next day 1 was sitting in the T.V. Room
with the doctors watching a football game. A nurse showed her to
the room to see me. On first glance she appeared to be an intelligent
woman, middleaged, wearing expensive clothes with a mink coat
draped across her arm. She asked, "Which one of you is the man 1
owe my deepest gratitude to?" We all were dressed alike in operating
room clothes. 1 stood up and walked towards her and she looked
at me completely surprised. The look in her eyes was one of unscrupulous hatred. At once she became indignant. " If 1 had known this
hospital was staffed with niggers, my daughter would never have
corne here at al!," is what she bellowed. This not only shocked me,
but hurt me beyond ail expression. Tears nearly came to my eyes and
1 am not usually emotional in situations like this. 1 did manage to
compose myself before reaching the breaking point, just how, I'll
never know. Finally, 1 turned to walk out of the room but Doctor
Richardson put a hand on my shoulder and said, "Take it easy,
Nolan." Turning to her, he said, "Lady if you don' t like our hospital
or anyone on our staff, you can take your daughter and get out." "1
most certainly will as soon as 1 find another hospital," said the lady.
Doctor Richardson began signing the patient's release immediately.
1 started to suggest Norfolk General Hospital to her but decided it
would be better if 1 said nothing.
The two incidents 1 have written about are just a couple of the
many that l've been faced with. They taught me something I'll
always remember. Doctor Richardson and the lady from Florida were
both raised in a southern environment and each felt entirely different
about Negroes. As a Negro, 1 want to be accepted and respected as
an individual. We don't enjoy living in constant chaos at an almost
tip-toe stance, never knowing what to expect next, continually fighting
the brand of "nobodiness." One should easily see why Negroes are
revolting today and demanding what they have been denied, total
equality.
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Uncle Bill
Would steal in and shake the house
With his seal laugh, take his flask,
Wink at water or a glass,
Tip it thumb clown his throat, mask
The flame with the back of his hand,
Flame that crept like a mouse
Through his face and shook his hand;
And only eight, could not understand
Why the flask must be emptied so fast,
Until, Christmas Eve, his heart froze, clown
He came flask and ail, dropped clown,
And I bawled at his final twitch,
Cursed and called him a son of a bitch
For spoiling my last Christmas.

PETE GREEN
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Rural Scene

Sitting in the neat farmyard,
There was no warmth for me
In Autumn's last warm sun,
Till she came walking, from the road,
Across the brown oat-stubble.

Where she walked the stubble turned
To soft green sprouts of winter wheat,
And sun was warm across my back.

Still, soft, rain began to faII,
A smaII rainbow horseshoed her,
Gold-potting at her sicles, pastel,
Four-coloring the ground.

Rain stopped as she reached the yard,
But rainbow colors stayed with her,
She looked across the unworked land
And smiled a sunrise smile to me.
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Together we hitched the unused team,
Together we tilled and seeded the soi!,
Long Iain fallow and turned sour.

The earth responded to the care
With weeds of guilt, instead of grain,
Perhaps because the land had been
Unyielding to my husband's plow.

Fields of flowers grew and choked the weeds
With rainbow beauty and fragrance.
1 did not care from what seed they came.

She was as sweet and as clean
As earth rolled from a moldboard,
And I knew for the first time
The good feel of a deep furrow.

I know this land must return to grass,
To graze a stud, thick in jowl and sheath,
Not sniffing of the air, neck arched,
Nor snorting at the smooth-worn post.
And I must live on this barren farm.

CLIFTON SCHELHAS
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Essay Contest Results
In October, 1963, the Communications staff announced an essay
contest (with a $150 first prize) open to al! students at Western.
Any topic could be chosen. The prize-winning essay was to be
published in Calliope and Channels, the magazine of the Communications staff.
Mr. Paul Goodman was invited to judge the essays. Mr. Goodman
is the author of several books, including Growing U p Absurd, Social
Nature, and The Structure of Literature. He received his Ph:D. in
humanities from the University of Chicago and has taught there as
well as New York University and Black Mountain College. He is an
active member of, and instructor at, the New York and Cleveland
Institutes for Gestalt therapy.
These are his comments about the nine essays which were submitted from a student body of 12,000:
This isn't a very spirited group of essays, and I cannot award a
prize to any. Nothing sends me-neither original idea, acute observation, accurate analysis, unique attitude, warm feeling, or vivid expression. There is no sense in making a comparative judgment among
the pieces, like giving academic grades of A, B, and C, since an original
work is either excellent of its kind or it is nothing at ail.
My impression is that the young people have been so brainwashed
by their social background and their so-called education that even
their dissent is stereotyped, griping rather than radical, snobbish rather
than indignant, do-goodish rather than compassionate. There is little
sign of careful, painful perception, persona! suffering, or felt loyalty
and disgust. On the other hand, the couple of positive estimates of
university experiences are not ideal, or loving, enough to be moving .. .
Perhaps most discouraging of al!: Reading these pieces, I learned
nothing at al! of how Western Michigan is different in any way from
any other school in the United States, or indeed from any other place
in the United States. Maybe this is the grim truth of it; but if so, I
might as well entertain myself by watching TV-to which I won't
give a prize either.
Paul Goodman
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Untitled
Here in the valley
it is winter,
But up there
on the bill,
It is Autumn still,
The leaves are
just turning,
Not yet ready
for burning.
The valley
is a poor place,
Where trees
grow at will,
Oh, but up there
on the bill,
They are chosen
with such skill,
That they keep
their leaves until
The winter is long here.
We have trees by summer,
But there
the leaves stay on,
To even mock
our seasons,
When our leaves
have long been gone.

DANA JEAN EVERSON
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Four Sketches
PETER SCHNEIDER

The Indian Road

The superhighway is an American invention, and the cloverleaf
approach, the cyclone fence, the sign that says "Pedestrians Forbidden,"
are hard to imagine transplanted in India. If their roads had signs
they would say, "Cars, buses, and trucks beware!" for they are the
usurpers. The farmer walking behind a pair of water buffaloes, the
sadu carrying a staff and a bowl, a wandering goat or a cow, a jutka
or an ox cart, and most of all, villagers walking to and from town; they
are the ones who belong.
As such they deserve and take the middle of the road, but this
doesn't bother the driver. When there is something ahead of him he
blows the horn and keeps blowing until he is past it, swerving, accelerating, braking, whenever the situation demands. Sometimes the abject
won't move and then the driver stops and waits until it does. It might
be a disinterested brahma bull or a self-righteous bicycler; the driver
doesn't care. He gets there on time no matter when he arrives.
Needless to say, American passengers are not as philosophical and
have considerably less patience. The constant implication that their
time is less important than a cow's irritates them as much as the horn
blowing does. 1 often heard remarks about "teaching those cows a
lesson or two," until one day the bus passed two white bulls hemorrhaging in the road. Their wish had corne true. After that they bore
their resentment in silence.
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Railroad crossings were the other pet peeve. By government law,
an Indian crossing must be closed at least ten minutes before a train
is scheduled to pull through-though the trains are normally late-and
all the time the train is in the station. To enforce the law, each crossing is assigned several guards who are to Iock the gate and then Iock
the key up. As most tracks handle only a few trains a day, the guards
take their duty quite seriously. When the gate closes, you wait. (In
comparison, the Japanese have no gates and guards, but when the
light flashes, they stop and stay stopped until a train cornes through,
usually in about a minute. Even pedestrians wait. In America the
bell rings ten seconds before the train is due and then cars don't
stop unless they can see the train coming.)
Most Indians are delighted with the unexpected break in routine.
They hop off the trucks to talk with other drivers, or doze under the
occasional roadside tree. The ox cart drivers sleep in the seat. Sometimes an ambitious farmer or goat herder will decide not to wait
and will drive his animais off the road and across the tracks where the
fence ends, usually about ten yards away. The pedestrians walk right
through. So the American is left with the machines and the sleeping
to mumble about backwardness and waste. It's not that he is in a
hurry, but he must get by that gate, symbolizing as it does all that
is stagnant and Indian. At one gate an angry American marched up
to the guard and demanded they open up, and they did. The rest
of us cheered. It was a great victory. H e must have really frightened
them. Who but an incarnation of Vishnu would dare to question the
wisdom of the government?
Indian novelist R. K. Narayan questions our wisdom, and thinks
that our road problem is more serious than India's. India may not
have highways, thruways and freeways, but at least her roads have
people. In America, Narayan says, all one sees is miles of machines
driving behind, in front of, or at one another. What could be more
inhuman, more depressing? Isn't it more reasonable to wait for a
man chasing a cow than to stop for a stop light? Though steel and
concrete are inborn in me, 1 have to agree that it is.
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Sadu-Baba
The traditional Indian village bas one or two families from each
professional caste that have lived there for centuries and are guaranteed
support from the other villagers by unwritten law. For anyone ·to eut
bis own hair or carry away the household garbage would be treasonable; the system would collapse ! Many villages also have a Sadu, a
Hindu holy man, whose fonction is to act wise and give advice in
return for food and shelter. The requirements are that he be a Brahmin,
unless he is a Gandhi or Buddha, and that he renounce the world.
As this includes bis family usually, it doesn't matter where he is from.
According to legend, he wanders in from the forest.
One noon when I was stranded in a air-conditioned railroad
car in upper East Bengal, a friend came in and asked if I would like
to meet a Sadu. Sadu-baba (most revered wiseman), as he called
himself, had approached the friend on the platform and asked him
over to bis house.
The bouse we found was two four-by-six rooms opening out onto
a dirt street. Sadu-baba came out to greet us, and after musing on
general spiritual problems for a few minutes, told us bis history. He
had corne here eight years ago from Calcutta where he had been
a minor civil servant. His wife and daughter still lived there; the
wife with ber family, the daughter with ber husband. The remainder
of bis family was here; a mother whom he never went to see, but
asked about every day. She was bis last earthly bond, he said, and
when she was dead, he would be free, to go to America even, if he
wished.
He asked us inside. Of the two rooms, one was for eating and
sleeping (someone had left him two mangoes towards lunch ) and the
other for religion. The latter also doubled as a lounge, but enough
space was given to icons and relies and altars that only two could
fit in. I had to look in from the living room.
From there I could see the altar. On it, amid the five-storied
clutter, were three skulls, three lingums, several stacks of religious
pictures and postcards, stubs of candles, prayer beads of four or five
varieties, and decaying vegetables. Sadu-baba was anxious to make a
distinction between bis and ordinary skulls. His came from murderers
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that were hung, and were more valuable because while normal spirits
go over to the other sicle immediately, murderers don't. Because they
died unnaturally, they are doomed to wander in the void between
heaven and earth and thus are easier to contact. The sadu prayed
to them every day for this reason. They are a connection with heaven.
He was proud of his picture cards too. Among them were romantic
portraits of Christ and Buddha, Ramakrishna and Ganesha, Shiva
and Kali, et al. To Sadu-baba all Gods were the same and he worshipped them all indiscriminately.
Next he brought out his letters. He had three he wanted us to
see. As it turned out, all were from 1956. The first two were from
the wives of university professors in the States. Both said he should
corne to America to teach. The third was from the Indian government
acknowledging receipt of Sadu-baba's plan for political reform. He
explained it to us. To industrialize when the people are starving is
stupid. They must be fed rice now, not steel in the future (the words
are mine ) . Here is where America cornes in. Since it is our money
the Indian government has misspent, we are responsible for finding
better uses for it in the future . One way would be to send money to
Sadu-baba. And what then, asked my friend. First thing, Sadu-baba
said, is to build a temple.
Finally he passed out copies of his leaflet, half a foolscap mimeographed on one sicle in English and the other in Bengali. The gist
of his message was this: I am an excellent palmist and dedicated
sadu with a keen insight into politics. Please write.
But I am not fair. Sadu-baba was both intelligent and sincere. As
we were leaving, a disturbed looking man came up and stood behind
us. When I asked about him, Sadu-baba said that he was crazy and
had corne for lunch, which today meant one mango. At that point
we tried to give him money and hire him as our guide for the afternoon, but he refused. He said he didn't take money or sell himself
out, and though he might guide us as friends, he couldn't, because the
villagers might judge him for it. We could, however, send him a
bucket of rice and curry from the station to feed his friend. Agreeing,
we walked away. He stood and waved, his belly protruding out from
under the sacred thread.
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A Haircut
"Dozo" she said, and walked me to her chair, there to robe me
in four soiled sheets before an oxidized mirror. I was a little nervous
because I couldn't tell her that I didn't want my hair to look like the
fellow's next to me; like a white sidewall with bristles for treads. I
resolved to watch her closely and interject "Hei" and "E-yeh" at the
critical moments. Unfortunately she had a thick straight body and a
blank face, and so when she pulled out a pair of hand clippers and laid
them on the counter, I was ready to leap from the chair and find a
hotel barber. But before I could muster courage, she had wrapped my
head in hot towels. Like Samson, I didn't have a chance. Realizing
it, I accepted my fate and let her begin. She worked very methodically around one side to the other, doing each section over and over,
taking off just enough, and when her fifteen minute cycle was completed I was satisfied. Not she, and instead of stopping, continued
around again, then again, and again-I don't know how many times,
for I was falling asleep. The space about my head buzzed with her
victorious activity. Dozing was my only defense. I opened one eye
it's true when she was working on the top, but only for a moment. She
treated my hair as if it were precious, and as I am balding quickly
as it is, how cou Id I withhold my confidence? My head would never
have forgiven me.
Finally she was finished and I straightened up to leave. But
before my foot got to the floor, she stepped in from behind to pull
my shoulders back into the chair, and fell to pounding my neck,
carrying her blows up my scalp and down past my shoulderbone. I
could feel the body slowly pouring down into the chair while the
head stood proudly behind, floating alone, and the rest of me yearned
to follow. By the time she started on the shampoo, the body had
arrived. Together they danced, my body and head, to the bubbles
from the soap being massaged into the scalp. When she was ready to
take me to the sink, I had forgotten where I was. But what could
be more logical than to play under a faucet? So I wandered over
before her, leaned into the basin, and slept some more, confident
that when it was shiny, she would grip the halo and lead me back
to the chair. Who had a better right? And sure enough, in a while
I was home again being dried.
This clone she lowered the back of the chair, and I slid into a
horizontal position. There I Jay in oblivious submission while she
lathered my face, forehead included, and, wrapping it in a steaming
towel, eased the lather into the skin with her fingertips. Then she
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removed the towel, lathered me again, and started to shave. Slowly
1 became conscious of a slight pain in my neck and chin. 1 found
out later that the Japanese like a closer shave than the Marines do,
and will work over and over a spot until nothing greyish shows. One
friend with an extra heavy beard let it grow for two months after his
first Japanese shave. By the time she was through 1 was wide awake.
Another hot towel relaxed my overly taut skin and allowed me a
final fantasy before re-entering reality for good. Thus at ease, 1
watched with indifference as she fluffed and combed the hair into
her temporary masterpiece. Then off came the dirtier towels, and out
she led me with slight bows and " D omo arigato." "Thank you,"
said my honored head. "You are the first to understand."

Eiheij i Monastery
In Spring the Eiheiji River is a torrent of melted snow, pine
boughs, and mountain stones that leave backwashes and clogged
falls and littered banks for the water to wind through in Summer.
Then in August the monks corne to clean her.
For this 1 needed boots, they insisted, pointing to the shoes 1
wore-my only pair-and Tetzusan-san went looking. Ali the boots
at the monastery, though, are size eight and since 1 wear a ten and a
half, no matter how many pairs he brought, none of them would fit.
1 tried them ail anyway, amid jokes of cutting my toes off with a
gard~ning knife, until the monks were convinced of my hopelessness,
and let me put my shoes back on.
Most of the others had already gone to the river and when 1 got
there, they were working, some raking the clogged leaves from the
stream, others clearing the rubbish from the sicles and carrying it
away. As usual 1 didn't know what to do, since 1 couldn't speak
J apanese, and so 1 climbed clown to the water looking for someone
to copy. Not having boots was a handicap. 1 couldn' t walk in the
water and the banks were too slippery for my leather soles. Then
1 noticed that part of the work was to pull the stones from the
shallows where twigs would catch and throw them to the sicles. 1
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thought that by sitting on a big rock that projected above water and
reaching clown, maybe I could do this. However, this proved impractical since I couldn't reach very far. But I liked the job, so I
took off one shoe and put one foot in the water, keeping the other
on the rock. This made it easier, though the water was very cold,
and in five minutes I had the other shoe off too. Now I stood in
midstream, straddling the shallows and throwing the rocks in either
direction; I noticed that every stone I removed left a new ho le for
the water to ftow through and literally recreated the stream as the
water found an easier way to go. Watching this, I became less and
less conscious of the developing aches in my feet and fingers and
back. Soon I was unaware of doing anything. The stones moved
themselves as much as I did, one after another, until what had· been
a broad ripple was now a rapids, with a greater ftow and with a
unique simplicity. The river was becoming free. For two hours I
backed my way downstream.
At one point I stopped to clear a backed-up channel; stones had
wedged in between a huge boulder in midstream and the shore, and
dirt and sand had collected behind them to form a weed covered
dam- and a cove of stagnant water. They looked almost natural,
except there wasn't any ftow. The monks had passed them by but, like
a child playing in sand, I had to dig to the water. First I pried stones
from the front face and dug a narrow channel in the sand on top
until a trickle of water fell through, then worked from that, pulling
fifty pound boulders, raking pebbles with my finger tips, loosening
one stone by wiggling four others, yanking out rotten branches, always
knowing instinctively what to do next. Seeing the waterfall grow
I felt like I had caught nature undressing. It was like uncovering a
lost nude of a forgotten artist. I had never clone anything as valid
before, and I was doing nothing but my work. And when the river
had become herself, with what power she surged through me! How
do you explain creation?
The next day I couldn't touch anything, my fingers were so sore.
No blisters had formed, but half my fingerprints were gone. However,
I was to leave the monastery the following day and was excused from
work to visit the Zen Master. First he asked me what I thought of
Eiheiji. I couldn't find an answer at first and said I didn't know, but
then later added; "Eiheiji has good zazen (meditation practice),
but I am not Eiheiji." To which he answered; "No, you are. When
you return to America you must find some rivers to clear."
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The Idiot
Though Childless,
1 carry dead children gently over the barren ground.
Though Motherless,
1 feel ber disapproving, cleaving frown .
Though Loverless,
1 see ber in afarflamed skies, dark, soothing
ln the diffused spectrum of an ancient star
Meant for other eyes.
Though Godless,
1 feel him twist the sinews of my heart.
Though hopeless,
1 am abiding till tomorrow
Like an eyeless shadow
In the lens of the inexorable Scope.

CHARLES ROGERS
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The Golden Cornet
Sly the whispers caught the madness, and dreamed a death today;
the being left on Tuesday for the Alice World to play,
and when we walk the streets of chalk a mood will be forgotNothing is the subset of the cat who knew a lot.
Superior tea parties will doubtless corne tomorrow
with K the president of means (to which we all kowtow) ;
march the mirror, sign the gneiss, and walk sea from barchanin minor scales we'll tell our tales to those all pallid and wan.
Forget the worlds of wonder, and find the dreams of death,
the wolves will sing the songs of Dree to some Aeolian breath;
and when the winded mist has hid all sorrow and all fear,
why, dusted doom will give us room for future's yesteryear.
Sang the sinner after dinner, "I've a lot of nonsense yet
to put qui te right with all my might (election's a sure bet) ."
But I was in another world, and couldn't quite decideif the white knight was really right in offering a ride.
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Joy, the orchid, whispered: "Is the proper tool a toy?
And can mere birthday parties be enough for any boy?
Since leap year after '63 is surely '65,
is it not enough to be the one who is alive ?"
See, the proper time has corne, for mooded madded hate
of all the flame crossed hooded ones who stand before the gate;
we will dance the twisted ocean to mystic rites of Spring
and decide with utmost gravity upon who shall be king.
Dark it was and lonely, and the softly patterned cold
whispered on our highest peak since last of the growing old;
to other dreams now wander, tis Vazee and Leiss
that with the other world of Alice will bring me back to this.
Secret splendor arcs its towers, and the starships pierce the sky;
when the flame clouds all are past, unchanging still am I although God plays my lifebeat on his golden cornet,
when -dissonance has passed away the melody's not yet.
JOHN PILAAR
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If I Should Die
KEN FOLKERT
The wind was cold, but there was some scattered sun. Not enough
to melt even the top layers of mud, frozen into ruts left by the last
wagons. The fence he had put in during the summer was leaning
forward-toward the road. It had been dry then. So dry that his hands
had blistered before the postholes were deep enough, and the powdery
earth had refused to hold the fence up straight. So now it leaned,
pushed by the wind, frozen for a season in acute angle with the
withered grass and dead daylily leaves.
Those, too, he had planted, and watered. And they would live,
for they were tough. Tougher than I am, he thought.
He walked behind the barn, where the wind was gusty from
buffeting against the buildings. There were more ruts there, some
filled with ice. The ground here had no dead grass on it, for here
the turkeys had run ail summer. There had been a wire fence between
the corner of the barn and the old chicken coop, and the fence had
circled around behind the coop and the corn cribs and had corne back
to the other corner of the barn, where the silo stood.
Only a few feathers remained in the sheltered corner between
the silo and barn. And the ruts full of ice, and broken clown doors and
windows without any glass in them. One corn crib was half-full of
corn, and the elevator still stood there, ready for more. But it was too
wet in the fields. So it would stay half-full, because Dad didn't have
tÎine since he works, and the other guys aren't so hot on working
around the place. God knows they have enough time, though.
Weil, what the hell, raced through his mind.
He struck out at an angle across what had been the turkey yard.
His path took hiln between the corn crib and the coop. He paused
there, by the pile of stones and scrap metal that had been there as
long as he could remember. Once the stones had been the buildings
of an Îinaginary city, and the weeds had been the trees. Right next to
the weathered building were the remains of an old grindstone--one
that had worked spasmodically in the days of the great city.
Now the stone was broken in half, and hung lopsidedly on its
axle. The pedals had rusted away, and so had the seat. Turkey
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droppings, frozen and crumbling, nestled among the buildings of the
city. And there were no trees.
Farther out, in the yard itself, a thin layer of new grass had
sprung up to cover the bare ground before the frost had corne. Now
the thin layer of snow that was on the ground made it look green
and new. Something beautiful about ground that turkeys have eaten
bare when it cornes back to life, he mused.
He stepped gingerly across the ridges that criss-crossed the wallow
that the big white birds had made in the back corner of the yard.
There was no snow on them, but it was so cold that the dust was like
powder underfoot.
Circling around, he passed behind two brooding houses that
stood, surrounded by dead weeds and ail manner of empty oil cans,
old barbed wire, barrels, old brooder stoves, and bits of wood.
Now he was at the back end of the tool shed. He remembered
when they had put it up. Mom had taken some movies of it. Dad
and two neighbors had clone it, and it was hard work, for the shed
was of corrugated steel, with steel beams. Now some of the concrete
footings were freezing out of the ground, and the beams were out
of line.
The doors on the back, or west end, had blown off from their
hinges, and the combine stood there, exposed to the weather. Sheltered
from the wind, he lit a cigarette. His coat whipped slightly in the
breeze that came in under the edges of the walls. He looked at his
shoes. The fresh shine was dulled. He had not shaved yet today.
Then the feeling within him boiled up. Why not stay here at
home? There's plenty of good, rewarding work to be clone here. I
know this place. I remember it. I've experienced it.
He surveyed the open end of the shed. A few two by sixes and
some celotex would seal it up well for the winter. There's some
unused celotex in the barn. We'd have to drill holes in the steel and
boit up the wood, but it wouldn't take more than a day.
And ail that junk by the brooder houses. I could clean it up. I
know this place.
Then the cold air and the cigarette suddenly made him very dizzy.
He stubbed it out on the sicle of the shed, and headed for the house.
I'll make a fresh pot of coffee. I'll cheer Mom up. I'll put on some
records. They're defeating themselves here. I can't let them die.
Then he opened the door. The baby was crying. The floor was
dirty, like ail back kitchen floors. The rugs were grimy. She wouldn't
appreciate the music. She wouldn't know why I feel good.
They're dead already.
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Tap at My Door
Come,
tap at my door.
I am home every night
(and up till very late)
waiting in the quiet
attending
only to the clock spring
unbending
sonic-booms in the quiet
that echo beyond the ticking . . .
I am waiting
in the dream-clock clin
of my fire-placed parlor
lending
ear to the outer wind
sending
scurries across the empty porch,
whispering, lisping nothingness ...
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Wind rattling?
I leap for the door
only to stand and stare
into a desert-night street,
a street devoid of love
as my heart unfurnished
with a brief brush of love ...
(This I cannot explain:
waiting late every night
with lamps accenting the inner pain,
parlor lamps blazing bright.)
Come, tap at my door
and I will let you in
to bright-paint, redecorate
my bare-walled heart:
I am up till very late.
Come, tap at my door . . .

FOREST L . WEBER, JR.
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Mark and the Maybe Men
]. PILAAR
The once renowned Latin Scholar, Mark Joyly McCoy, who had
turned to newer languages and even future languages with the
teaching of the Caterpillar, was deadly bored . He had taken a
week or two and devoted himself to reading the bulk of popular
science, even including his friend Prof. Mobius A. Fizzle's work:
Problems of Non-Orbital Rocketry (known among scientists under the
title: What Goes Up, Too Often Gomes Dawn; the cubes even went as
far as to shorten the title to Bang!, but that is neither up nor clown ) .
Ali in vain. The Caterpillar and Mark were in Furthest Blank, a
typical meeting place for thinkers, and it was here that Mark expressed himself, "I just can't get that interested in the moon, Mars,
Venus, and such simply solar beginnings; ah, for the Centauris,
Eridani, or far flaming Sirius! After ail, living in Lunaray Metropolis,
one grows accustomed to the unusual and weary of these duller
aspects of Sol Center." He took a large swig of hooch-plus! , his
own invention for the relief of such moments, with the incidental
benefit of conferring immortality upon those able to not use it while
drag racing to Pluto. Somehow, paradise still seemed far away.
The Caterpillar drew himself to full heighth and leaned upon
the massive darkly carved chair which he never sat in, this being
for visitors which Mark had never seen. "The Three may help," he
said ... "there is the saying:
God for the poet, Drummer for the Free,
The ones who like the games of thought
Will often speak with me."
The five legs on the dark throne beat out a pattern, a bar or two or
three of Sousa's El Capitan crashed, and the Drummer appeared
with a clap of his huge bat wings which he carefully folded against
his back as he stood looking mournfully at the Summoners.
Far away a Joy was played on the oldest of lutes, and as the
high notes of the syrinx laughed in syncopation with the Drummer,
from the shadows God came, walking to a dance tune with cloven
hooves clicking on the marble. On the chair of Memory he sat, the
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Caterpillar at left, the Drummer to right, and listened for a moment
to the past and dreams and might-have beens of Mark. "There was
that phrase of the Maybe Men which haunts my mind," he said,
"Quilting the Qald of threedee and endee to Vazee where seekers
shall find."
God it was, the oldest of folk-singers, who remembered the stanza
as thus:
"The Maybe Men in Terra time
Built starships when allowed,
And sailed dark seas to Vazee
Amid the rniddle-flash."
The Three said as one: "Change . .. "
Lunaray Metropolis ( that proud city which had once been better
known as Moonshine Corner ) dissolved after a sudden starflash
where it seemed an almost final paradise. Questions broke on the
shore of ignorance, and fear fled the sun of doubt; empires marched
and went mad as phantasms, the marble hall where Mark and the
Three stood seemed to shake and yet grow dusty. The shaking might
have been laughter, but Mark was thinking of other things. The
Three said, "Here are two to companion," and from the undusted
shadows stepped the Spectator and Sir Simon (as Simon San ka was
known after bis analysis of the Purple Dragon of Treeness) . Suddenly
Change slowed to notice, and the phantasms were real and the Hall
of the Three not only unreal but indiscernible.
A city in brown and silver was before them, and a sign proclaimed
its name to be Laris Vorna. The ship which towered beyond was
clearly a starship, its name in space-dark on the pale gold bull being
Draken Sul V orna, and 'dragon soul forty-nine' they thought to be a
not unfitting name for such splendor.
On a flashing sambur, one of the Maybe Men dashed to their
sicle and dismounted, "I am Makin Alniss, and my companion is
of the name Lovely Logic," he introduced himself and sambur. The
sambur bowed while playing in the rainbows which gleamed about
the Spectator of late. They took the way to Laris Vorna by the tangled
path, the obstacles which the sambur had jumped providing an
occasional interest to the conversing walkers. Sir Simon asked about
the starship's destinations and the !ore of its building.
"It was Raelix Navorna who brought us to the high dream of
quilting the qald," said Makin, "there are the five Raelines who take
interest in the pattern-play of legendry: Vorna, Twlsavor, Vornar,
Satwlvor, and Navorna, but it was Navorna who took the greatest
interest in the old dream of Vazee, where ail knowledge is to be
found, and only the questions need be asked."
"Have they figured out the best questions to ask ?" said the
irrepressible Spectator.
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Makin Alniss looked at him curiously. "That should be obvious,"
he said with puzzlement. "Even the rats in the walls would know."
" Oh," said the Spectator. "It just escaped me for a moment."
In Laris Vorna, when they arrived, the rats were exceedingly
busy. Their small shining metallic shapes were scurrying not only
the walls but virtually everywhere, at the taskings set by old command and new need. Groups of the Maybe Men dressed in brown,
green, and gold were walking about or riding the samburs at a happy
pace. The companions from an older age of Sol Center entered the
tallest of the city towers, which stood silver in a most unusual garden.
Plants and flowing water and quiet pools were to be found throughout
the city of Laris Vorna.
Here Raelix Navorna came forth to meet them, the three metallic
tentacles at his sicles making a gesture of welcome. Softly they were
invited to dinner, and their immediate acceptance bespoke the
hunger which world-wandering can give any dreamer. The Raeline
calmed them with jokes and limericks; one which struck memory
was one about Friendly Fawk the Fifth, (there never was a fourth),
Director of Dorgle Destruction-who gave a simple course Designed
to Discourage Berwocky; the Berwock was too cocky .. . But it came
to a Total Myth. Mark told hirn some of the doings of Paul Friendly
Fawk, later called Fawk Fifth the Frabjious, who kept subtracting
the first word from his name and adding another to the end, usually
because the first name fell into disrepute (there was too much
spelling of Paul as pall, to suit Friendly Fawk V, and it used to be
a method to promotion from positions as sub-director of sub-dorgle
sub-destruction, if a name was found which the Big Boss of D3 would
accept).
The talk turned to legends of Vazee, and all the talk which the
Three of the marble Hall had spread before they went somewhere
else . . . they had gone to Vazee themselves, some said, but it was
unsure.
Then they went star-voyaging, and Raelix Navorna was EverwatchMaster:
"The rats in the walls guide the bat through the bramble,
And scramble to red when the cat's in the halls."
From threedee to endee they quilted the qald, and the old song
echoed:
"By a knight of ghosts and shadows
I summoned am to tourney
Ten leagues beyond the wide world's end,
Methinks it is no journey."
They have not corne back yet.
~~
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Bob
KAY ANN RUE
Bob McCauly was 16 years old, but looked 18. He had blue-green
eyes with long brown, sun tipped lashes and light brown hair typically
crewcut. He was 5' 8", solidly built and muscular, probably from
lifting older friends' bar-bells. The characteristic acne of his age was
there, but not yet to the scarring point. Bob dressed exactly like the
rest of his boyfriends . .. in a white T-shirt, navy levis, both needing
mending, and a pair of once white, with broken-shoestring, tennis shoes.
One day last swnmer Bob and two of his "buds," as he called
them, began patronizing Memorial Park. Marge and I had been hired
by the City of Lawrence to act as the park's playground leaders. We
were to Ring-Around-The-Rosies, wipe runny noses, kiss hurt fingers,
and judge (horrors) pet shows for children approximately two to
ten, with an occasional eleven or twelve year old sneaking in.
Certain days of the week were dedicated to games . . . Softball,
Little Ducky Danne!, Red Rover. But, try to organize any game with
Bob McCauly in the same vicinity. The hours could only consist
of . . . "Bob, put the cigar out," "Give the softball back to Timmy,
Bob," "Bob, Puleeze don't twist the swings," "You know pocket
knives are against the park rules," "Sit when you go clown the slide,
Bob."
It was the last week our playground was open and al! the children
were in an excited uproar because free movies and penny candies were
to be part of the park's grande finale. At this frenzied moment Bob
and his "buds" organized and carried out a swooping attack on three
nine year old girls jumping rope. They grabbed the rope and ambled
toward me . . . this was to be the grandest of al! finales. N ow at a
full gallop Bob and Co. corraled me in front of the only tree in
Memorial, bridling my hands with the rope behind it. Then with a
mighty shout and High Ho . . . the levied-gang went tearing off,
Marge fast behind trying to recover the "borrowed" basketballs, cursing
the day the boys were born. My seven year olds untied me.
Because this act was a deliberate abuse to previous warnings, I
necessarily reported it to my boss, Mr. Barry . . . "It's best you
speak to his parents, Kay. If that doesn't work out, well . . . we'll
see." Thus, my encounter with Bob's father. Mr. McCauly was an
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aged "Street Car Named Desire" Marion Brando. The food-stained
work pants, the shirtless, overly hairy chest, the dead, chewed cigar
butt, and odor of beer were ail there. The only remark I remember
from the man was " I've had it, take him to court. His Ma and me
don't want him here anymore, he just don't behave hisself." But, Bob
was left at home, the incident forgotten, summer ended, the children
started school, and I came back to Western.
During our Thanksgiving vacation last year I was reading the
local Lawrence N ews H erald. The headlines were "BOY STRANGLES
TEACHER." Sixteen year old Bob McCauly had murdered his
homeroom teacher. He had been previously sent to a juvenile house
of correction for a variety of offenses . . . gang fight, property
damages, petty theft . . . but was shipped back on a bus due . to a
shortage of room. Miss Brace, his instructor, had befriended Bob at
school. He went to her house one night, asked to borrow her carshe refused. Miss Brace was found the next day with her hands
bound and a rope around her neck.
Bob had gone beyond the scarring point.

Translucence
Crumpling steel trumpets
Announce another day for meAlive I smile through tears
of tinkling glass
and clutching at the straw
that needles me, ask
if innocence could
know the truth:
Bitterness, the fruit
of one bright lie,
Screaming to believe
a sunlit sky.
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Open Letter to the Powers-That-Be
At Western
1 am starting my fifth and final semester at your institution. 1
have paid my tuition out of my own paycheck, attended most of my
classes regularly, and intend to accept my diploma without the slightest twinge of conscience; without any del usions to its value or its
meaning that 1 will then be an "educated person."
1 have not been a college student to avoid work; 1 have been
working sixty hours or more every week that 1 have attended Western.
1 am not involved in ail the extra-curricular nonsense that campus
residents enjoy; 1 commute 30 miles each way to school. 1 do not
have pipedreams of the dollars that my diploma will rain clown on me;
my average yearly income exceeds that of an Associate Professer with
a doctorate by more than two thousand dollars. And 1 am not avoiding
the draft; they have made it clear that they don't want me.
If nothing else, ail this allows me to stand back and take a look
at Western Michigan University with a detachment and objectivity
that you people are apparently unable to attain.
The most immediate and obnoxious feature of your university is the
flavorless architecture of the West Campus. The buildings are like
giant ventilated match-boxes pressed by their edges into the hillsides.
1 could point out countless factories, hospitals, prisons and even hamburger stands erected in the last decade that enjoy a more beautiful
and pleasing architectural design. We taxpayers and students should
tar and feather the tasteless scoundrels responsible for deliberately
sticking such eyesores on such beautiful hills. We have been cheated
and defrauded. The landscape of this campus could provide an
architect gifted with imagination and daring the opportunity to make
Western Michigan University one of the most beautiful campuses
in America.
Y ou now claim a grand total of twelve thousand students, and are
apparently waiting to wet your pants with joy when you can boast
of possessing an enrollment of twenty thousand. You are obviously
looking ahead; 1 detect more tasteless construction devouring parking
lots and woodlands alike. (Parking lots are my only weakness when
trying to be objective here-1 know how you react in fear to cars,
the students who drive them, park them and make love in them.)
When 1 see my parking space being moved further and further from
my classes, 1 complain like all hell. But 1 wouldn't mind parking my
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auto on the outer edge of the campus, IF-you would provide me with
wide graveled or paved sidewalks, leaving an occasional tree standing
here and there, allowing me shade in the summer and a windbreak
in the winter while I stop to Jean and rest. And leave your damned
wire fencing and "Keep Off Grass" signs off my walkways. Even
President Miller's residence wouldn't be such a cold chunk of real
estate if it weren't for such uninviting junk. But everyone expects the
Administration to be a bunch of unfriendly knotheads. Y ou I give a
sound cursing every Registration, once or twice during the semester
for good measure, and then try to keep out of your clumsy way for the
duration.
The faculty I face every day. Sad people; underpaid, but without
enough guts and brains to do anything significant about it; having
to administer tests, give grades, conduct worthless departmental
courses and follow the orders of the ignorant bureaucracy that is
constantly peering over their hunched shoulders. But I have seen so
few of the faculty talking with students over coffee or a glass of
beer, holding open house for seminars and discussions. Is the teachinglearning process like that of a parasite sucking the blood from the
host, where the host must guard against contact with any lesser
creature that might desire what he possesses? Is this aloofness I
observe a result of fear of destruction from the anger of that creature
when it tastes not rich, juicy, red blood, but a thin grue! of plasma
with artifical red coloring that can be bought cheaply at any teacher's
college? If I were an instructor, I wouldn't work for an institution
known for the number of football victories, or the number of students
enrolled, or the number of buildings (ugly or otherwise) ; but for a
school known for the quality of its faculty. I wouldn't list my "office
hours" on my office door; I would post in the library and student
union a list of the times that I could be reached in the coffee bar, my
favorite taverns, or at home. In fireproof buildings, I would smoke
if I felt like it. I would fire all the secretaries. I would arrive promptly
at the advertised times of my lectures and dismiss them when I
finished what I had to say.
If I couldn't make the grade, or exist on the salary, I would
leave- to make my living laying bricks or working on the railroad.
Respectfully,
Tom Brown
25 East Kingman Ave.
Battle Creek, Michigan
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About Ants
JEAN POLAND
As she watched, a large black ant scurried up between his two
fingers and on to the sleeve of his tom plaid shirt. Its movements
were cautious yet random in their direction. "I wonder if it's the
kind that bite," she said half aloud. Someone had once told her that
you could confuse an ant by casting a shadow in its path thereby
changing its course of direction because ants moved in lines with the
position of the sun.
As she watched the ant, two men picked up her brother and,
balancing the body between them, began to walk toward the house.
She watched for a moment and then looked up into the tree. The
gnarled grandfather apple tree had branches which formed a perfect
ladder to the top. A few broken limbs dangled lirnply by strings of
bark from their broken sturnps.
The crown of the tree was one of her favorite places of retreat
and comfort; a good way to look at the world when you grew tired of
ordinary things. Each step up was a beat of irnprisoned wings suddenly
finding freedom from the cage. In the tree you didn't need anything
to be happy, not money, or food, or people to listen to you talk. Ali
that existed was wind that sang you a song and rocked you teachingly
as you clung to a branch. It whipped your hair against the sicle of
your face so you could catch it in your mouth to taste its dryness
and crunch it in your teeth.
Nothing, when you were up there, was higher, not birds or houses
or walls. Everything could be stepped on if you wanted to.
From above, the grass beneath looked like smooth leather even
though you knew that when you lay on your stomach in it each
blade was a finger with straight veins, and black ants ran up the finger
and then clown again with cautious step.
The way ants built their hillhouses was interesting to watch. Up
from a hole each ant came with a piece of dirt, placing it in some
pre-arranged spot and returning to the hole. Within each hole was
a palace of winding chambers and storehouses. Ants measured their
wealth by the number of hanging columns suspended from these
chamber walls. After the food was mashed between their jaws it was
formed into grey wads which resembled stalagtites.
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But up in the tree none of this was visible. Only little people and
the birds that screamed and dipped around their threatened nest and
children. She worried about the young birds because, in their blindness, they sometimes stretched stringy, naked necks precariously
near the edge of the nest in their frantic plea for food.
"Come up into the tree with me, Peter, and !'li show you an
apple that has no seeds," she said. Coaxing him, up and up they went
until they were alone with the wind. Pink blossoms, blooming apples.
"Peter, apples when they're blooming don't have seeds. Reach for
one, hang on to my hand and reach."
"Peter, who will scream and dip frantic wings when you fall?"
Now there would only be three of them, and she could ask for
the things she wanted. They would give her money that was for
things for him. She could tell them the beautiful things she had seen
from the top of the tree and they would only have her to listen to.
Bending down she took a fallen blossom and stuck its stem deep
into the ant hill. But she didn't even wait to watch the ants scurry
blindly, but cautiously, away.

Spring Again
Drunk with the day
And with daffodils
That filled blue pitchers
On window sills,
I held my breath
As a robin talked,
Kicking stones ahead of me
As I walked.
And discovering everything
Over again,
I couldn't help wonder
Where the world had been.

TONI JANE MORRIS
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Weed
]. PILAAR

I walk in the yard and see a weed-they told me weeds are
undesirable plants because they grow too fast; you see pretty soon
you've got nothing else! Also they're ugly: that golden dandelion
and its later fairylike seeds will produce more golden dandelions and
notchy leaves and hollow stems (You don't like hollow stems, do you?
No, of course you don't. ) and so to stop dandelion world domination
we've got to exterminate THEM.
So exterminate ail the dandelions and the crab grass and the
thistles and the milkweed and the nightshade and the pokeweed and
the chicory and the other noxious weeds and then we can grow
everything else (if we use plenty of fertilizer and bug spray and water
them often and dig them up each fall or shelter them or buy new
ones every once in a while) and won't that be a Triumph? Yes, of
course.
Then, too, if one just lets these things grow, they don't grow in
nice neat rows or in circles or squares, but are haphazard with an
extremely horrible sort of 'variety' and if we are going to plant
things properly, why not plant nice common appreciated expensive
rare Tulips?
Then I got to wondering about daylilies-they grow pretty fast,
and sometimes even grow wild; what's wrong here? So I asked a
friend, and was told that hers were rare hybrids and very expensive
and she had rooted out ail her common daylilies-there was a scientific
name for hers, but I've forgotten it-I like to admire her rare daylilies when I walk past her garden. They grow in a nice neat row,
and are proudly set off from all her other plants, and kept well
weeded.
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Lately, it seems, lots of plants that we once thought were flowers
are being discovered to be really weeds. We used to have a catnip
patch, and when I admired some catnip in a friend's garden by joyfully
sniffing it, I discovered that it was now a weed-promptly to be
pulled up and thrown away. The cats are going to be disappointed.
Also, it seems that some people are allergie to ragweed and goldenrod and probably lots of others; I hope nobody is allergie to iris or
lilies. Public interest in Health, Morality, Education, or some such
thing wants ail grass and weeds below eighteen inches now; ail the
interesting creatures that dwell in the high grass are going to have
to adjust, and I hope they make it because most of them are interesting-the ones I've met have been, anyway, and I hate to eut
clown their homes. Pretty soon I'm afraid we'll have nobody left but
ourselves and maybe plants like the rare daylilies.
And then I got to thinking about myself and thought about the
way I sort of wander weedily from gardens to woods to fields, and
in school take ail kinds of stuff, and refuse to be satisfied with religion
and the world and such things, and dream in sort of ail directions
at once, and I got to wondering if maybe I wasn't a weed.
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Fin De Poema
And leave the mournful green sunshine to the world-weary,
And the landscaped sky to the lonely
And the fake country towns to the fugitives,
Leave the capitals for anybody who likes that kind of thing,
And the mountains for a good place to corne back to.
Drive the road once more, climb the stairs,
And let the wind blow you away.

MARK DUBLIN
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